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This playful and interactive board book series includes fun
sliders and lift-the-flaps to engage the youngest readers.
What to Expect:
• Engage little ones with playful, interactive elements on every page
• Bright and colorful artwork features an adorable cat and dog
• Simple text and concepts are ideal for this age-group

COVER NOT FINAL

COVER NOT FINAL

board
books

A Day with Pepe & Millie
978-0-8075-6481-3
$9.99
Ages 0 –3/Infant
April 2017

6.3 x 6.3, 16 pages
Board Book
Territory: World English

Play Hide-and-Seek
with Pepe & Millie
978-0-8075-6482-0
$9.99
Ages 0 –3/Infant
April 2017

6.3 x 6.3, 16 pages
Board Book
Territory: World English

Spend the day with Pepe the dog and Millie the
cat from sunup to sundown. They play outside, Pepe and Millie are playing hide-and-seek!
do chores, and make dinner. Most of all, they
When their friend Emma the bird joins in the
have fun together!
fun, Pepe and Millie can’t find her. Where
could she be hiding?
YAYO KAWAMURA is an author-illustrator who lives
in Berlin.

Common Core themes
available on our website
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BOARD BOOKS • 1

picture
book

Dorothea Lange

The Photographer Who Found
the Faces of the Depression
by CAROLE BOSTON WEATHERFORD
illustrated by SARAH GREEN
978-0-8075-1699-7
$16.99
Ages 4–8/Grades PreK–3
February 2017

8 x 10, 32 pages
Full-Color Jacketed
Hardcover with Spot UV
Territory: World

Dorothea Lange’s experience with childhood
illness left her sympathetic to those less
fortunate and gave her a unique perspective
on the Great Depression and its effects on
the American people. Hired by the Farm
Security Administration as a field investigator,
she set out to document displaced farmers
and migrant workers in the 1930s. On the
road, she would find her most famous subject
and create an icon. With illustrations by Sarah
Green and lyrical prose by award-winning
author Carole Boston Weatherford, Dorothea
Lange brings the story to young readers.

Dorothea hit the road with
her bulky box camera
To show America to Americans.
What others neglected
Or ignored, she noticed
and preserved on film.

What to Expect:
• Spotlight on an influential American
documentary photographer and journalist
• Introduction to the Great Depression from
the humanizing point of view of the people
who experienced it
• Includes an author’s note with samples
of the artist’s work

ALSO BY THE AUTHOR

CAROLE BOSTON WEATHERFORD is the
author of several acclaimed poetry collections and
poetic biographies, including Gordon Parks: How the
Photographer Captured Black and White America,
Sugar Hill: Harlem’s Historic Neighborhood, and
Moses: When Harriet Tubman Led Her People to
Freedom. She lives in North Carolina.
SARAH GREEN is a California born-and-based
illustrator. This is her first solo book but not her first
foray into children’s books. She studied illustration at the
Rhode Island School of Design and graduated in 2014.
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Gordon Parks

Sugar Hill

978-0-8075-3017-7
$16.99

978-0-8075-7650-2
$16.99

Common Core themes
available on our website

picture
book

When your mom or dad goes
to jail, you can have all
kinds of feelings.

COVER NOT FINAL

Children can experience many emotions when
a parent is in jail or prison. They may be angry,
sad, lonely, or scared. Sometimes friends
act differently toward them. Sometimes the
children begin acting differently too.

Far Apart, Close in Heart
Being a Family when a Loved One
Is Incarcerated
by BECKY BIRTHA
illustrated by MAJA KASTELIC
978-0-8075-1275-3
$16.99
Ages 4–8/Grades PreK–3
March 2017

9 x 9, 32 pages
Full-Color Jacketed
Hardcover with Spot UV
Territory: World

BECKY BIRTHA is the author of Grandmama’s
Pride and Lucky Beans, which also express her
advocacy for social justice. She has degrees in
children’s studies and creative writing. She lives in
Pennsylvania with her partner and their two young
adult children.
MAJA KASTELIC studied painting at the
Academy of Fine Arts and Design in Ljubljana.
Before starting her career in illustration, she
worked as a retouching artist restoring frescoes.
She lives in Slovenia.

Common Core themes
available on our website

In this important book, young readers will
learn that even when it feels like nothing can
get better again, there are ways they can
improve their circumstances. Sending letters,
talking to a trusted grown-up about their
feelings, and even visiting a parent in jail or
prison can help keep a parent close in their
hearts. Use this title as a helpful tool to start a
conversation with children in this situation and
to remind them they are not alone.
What to Expect:
• A useful resource for the approximately
2.5 million children under the age of eighteen
who have a parent in prison
• Gently describes different ways a child can
stay in touch with an incarcerated parent
• Helps eliminate the stigma associated with a
parent in prison by starting with young readers

ALSO BY THE AUTHOR

Grandmama’s Pride

Lucky Beans

978-0-8075-3022-1
$6.99

978-0-8075-4782-3
$16.99

WWW.ALBERTWHITMAN.COM • 800-255-7675
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picture
book

Please Please the Bees
written and illustrated by GERALD KELLEY
978-0-8075-5183-7
$16.99
Ages 4–8/Grades PreK–3
April 2017

10 x 10, 32 pages
Full-Color Jacketed
Hardcover
Territory: World

COVER NOT FINAL

Benedict was a creature
of habit...
Until one morning things
weren't the same.

GERALD KELLEY is a bestselling author and
illustrator. He lives in Colorado.

Benedict, a honey-loving bear, has a pretty
sweet life. Every morning his bees leave three
jars of honey on his doorstep. Then, one day,
the bees go on strike! What will it take for
Benedict to please the bees and get them to
make honey again?
What to Expect:
• Celebrates the importance of cooperating
with a team, understanding and appreciating
others, and doing your part
• Beautiful and expressive art gives this story a
timeless feel
• Humorous, kid-friendly take on the timely
subject of labor disputes
MORE LIKE THIS

Peace Week in
Miss Fox’s Class
978-0-8075-6379-3
$16.99
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Common Core themes
available on our website
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picture
book

In her follow-up to the acclaimed picture book
The Cow Who Climbed a Tree, Gemma Merino
introduces us to Lola the sheep, the diva of the
flock who is proud of her amazing wool. After
all, everyone on the farm tells her how beautiful
she looks. She spends hours brushing her wool
to keep it shiny and silky—until one day all the
sheep have to get haircuts! She is so upset
without her wool that she runs away and hides
by herself. And when her wool finally grows
back, it’s tangled, messy…HORRIBLE!
But hiding in Lola’s wool is a wonderful
surprise, one that will help her realize that she
doesn’t have to be pretty or perfect to be a
friend…or to be extraordinary!

The Sheep Who
Hatched an Egg
written and illustrated by GEMMA MERINO
978-0-8075-7338-9
$16.99
Ages 4–8/Grades PreK–3
April 2016

8.5 x 10.63, 32 pages
Full-Color
Jacketed Hardcover
Territory: United States

What to Expect:
• A funny yet poignant fable about a character
who learns something new about herself
• Beautiful and whimsical watercolor
illustrations of woolly sheep, bright birds, and
charming landscapes keep readers engaged
and entertained
• Encourages youngsters to look beyond
superficial appearances
GEMMA MERINO won the Macmillan Prize for
children’s book illustration in 2011 for her first book,
The Crocodile Who Didn’t Like Water, while studying
for her MA in children’s book illustration at the
Cambridge School of Art. She lives in London.

Praise for The Cow Who
Climbed a Tree

ALSO BY THE AUTHOR

� “A pleasurable read-aloud. Readers will
delight in listening to this story about creativity,
independent thinking, and being true to
oneself.”—School Library Journal starred review
� “Tina’s story is both endearing and
sustaining.”—Booklist starred review
“An outrageously silly story that celebrates
the value of creative thinking and taking
chances.”—Kirkus Reviews
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The Cow Who Climbed a Tree
978-0-8075-1298-2
$16.99

Common Core themes
available on our website

picture
book

COVER NOT FINAL

With lyrical, rhyming text
and enchanting, dreamlike
illustrations, Nightlights
explores all the types of lights
that brighten the evening. From
the sweet endless stars of
the Milky Way to the fireflies’
glow, a railroad crossing’s rush
of light, and a little nightlight
keeping dark shadows out
of your own hall, this book
explores the nightlights with
you wherever you are. This
poetic concept book sets itself
as a future bedtime classic.
What to Expect:
• Playful take on a concept book
• Gentle read-aloud welcomes
the night at bedtime and subtly
soothes fear of the dark
• Landscapes portrayed in deep
colors with bursts of light
illuminate the text

Nightlights
by PAUL PAOLILLI and DAN BREWER
illustrated by ALICE BRERETON
978-0-8075-5622-1
$16.99
Ages 4–8/Grades PreK–3
April 2017

10.75 x 8.5, 32 pages
Full-Color Jacketed
Hardcover with Foil
Territory: World

Outside our window,
Away in the night
Is a world full of wonder
So quiet—So bright

MORE LIKE THIS

PAUL PAOLILLI and DAN BREWER are the unclenephew author team of Silver Seeds: A Book of Nature.
Paul is a school psychologist and Dan is a high school
English teacher. Both live in the Los Angeles area.
ALICE BRERETON attended the Academy of Art
University. This is her first picture book.

Common Core themes
available on our website

Goodnight Bob
978-0-8075-3003-0
$16.99

I Will Fight
Monsters for You
978-0-8075-9056-0
$16.99

WWW.ALBERTWHITMAN.COM • 800-255-7675
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It’s more than just a mystery.
For 75 years, the Boxcar Children have created happy reading
memories for generations of children around the world. This year,
we invite readers to join Henry, Jessie, Violet, and Benny Alden
on their greatest adventure yet—a five-book miniseries that will
take them across the globe, solving mysteries in places they’ve
never traveled to before!
And that’s just the beginning! We have lots of exciting things planned
throughout the year. To find out more and download fun activities,
crafts, and puzzles, visit the new www.boxcarchildren.com today.

The Boxcar Children Great Adventure
#1: Journey on
#3: The Detour of the Elephants
a Runaway Train HC 978-0-8075-0684-4, $12.99
HC 978-0-8075-0695-0

PB 978-0-8075-0685-1, $6.99

$12.99

June 2017

PB 978-0-8075-0696-7
$6.99
February 2017

#4: The Shackleton Sabotage
HC 978-0-8075-0687-5, $12.99
PB 978-0-8075-0688-2, $6.99
August 2017

#2: The Clue in the Papyrus Scroll

#5: The Khipu and the Final Key

HC 978-0-8075-0698-1, $12.99

HC 978-0-8075-0681-3, $12.99

PB 978-0-8075-0699-8, $6.99

PB 978-0-8075-0682-0, $6.99

April 2017

October 2017

Gifts and Collector Editions
The Boxcar Children:
Fully Illustrated Edition

The Boxcar Children Journal

978-0-8075-0925-8, $34.99

March 2017

978-0-8075-0725-4, $15.99

November 2017

The Boxcar Children
20-Book Set

The Boxcar Children
Great Adventure 5-Book Set

978-0-8075-0847-3, $132.81

978-0-8075-0693-6, $34.95

September 2017

November 2017

Look for a new movie,
Surprise Island, coming fall 2017!

Axel and Daisha have the power to go anywhere with the push of a button on their
GeoPorts. But is it enough to escape Dr. Stain and his Pursuers in this gripping new series?

middle
grade

What to Expect from This Series:
• Teleportation and cool gadgetry are a perfect combination for reluctant readers
• Exciting, action-packed adventure that emphasizes working together
• Dual narrative with strong characters

Pursued

Secrets of the X-Point (Book 1)
by GARY UREY
HARDCOVER
978-0-8075-6684-8
$16.99
Jacketed Hardcover with Soft
Touch Matte Lamination and Foil

PAPERBACK
978-0-8075-6682-6
$9.99
Paperback with Soft Touch
Matte Lamination and Foil

Ages 13–up/Grades 8 –up
February 2017
5.5 x 8.25, 288 pages
Territory: World

Axel cupped the GeoPort between
his hands, feeling its warm and
steady rhythmic hum like he was
holding a cyborg’s beating heart.

COVER NOT FINAL

But this heart could transport a real
human being to any place on Earth
with the press of a button.
Axel Jack and Daisha Tandala are on the run! A
billionaire madman killed their parents, and now
he’s after them to get what each of the kids
has—a GeoPort (Geographical Transportation
GARY UREY is a graduate of the American
System). The GeoPorts invented by their parents
Academy of Dramatic Arts in New York and spent
have the ability to transport a person to any
several years as an actor, script reader, and theater
place on Earth within seconds. Knowing the
reviewer. He is the author of the Super Schnoz
power of the GeoPorts, their parents’ dying wish
series. Gary Urey lives in Maine.
is for their kids to destroy the units before the
devices end up in the wrong hands. But when
Also by the Author
Axel and Daisha are separated by their Pursuers,
Super Schnoz and the Gates of Smell
they must make a life-or-death attempt to find
978-0-8075-7560-4 • $6.99
Super Schnoz and the Invasion of the Snore Snatchers each other and destroy the units. The chase
quickly becomes more than just a high-tech
978-0-8075-7561-1 • $6.99
game of hide-and-seek, but a war for control of
Super Schnoz and the Booger Blaster Breakdown
978-0-8075-7563-5 • $6.99
everything—money, politics, and power.
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Common Core themes
available on our website

NEW IN
PAPERBACK

middle
grade

We can’t have everything we
want—not even in our dreams.
Everyone in the City is assigned a job by the
choosers—keeper, catcher, computer. Callie
Crawford is a computer. She works with
numbers: putting them together, taking them
apart. Her work is important, but sometimes
she wants more.
Jeremy Finn is a dreambender. His job is to
adjust people’s dreams. He and others like him
quietly remove thoughts of music and art to
keep the people in the City from becoming too
focused on themselves and their own feelings
rather than on the world. They need to keep
the world safe from another Warming.

COVER NOT FINAL

But Jeremy thinks music is beautiful, and
when he pops into a dream of Callie singing,
he becomes fascinated with her. He begins to
wonder if there is more to life than being safe.
Defying his community and the role they have
established for him, he sets off to find her in
the real world. Together, they will challenge
their world’s expectations. But how far will
they go to achieve their own dreams?

Dreambender
by RONALD KIDD
978-0-8075-1726-0
$9.99
Ages 9 –12/Grades 3–7
March 2017

ALSO BY THE AUTHOR

Night on Fire
HC 978-0-8075-7024-1
$16.99
PB 978-0-8075-7026-5
$9.99
Common Core themes
available on our website

5.5 x 8, 256 pages
Paperback with Spot UV
and Foil
Territory: World

What to Expect:
• Well-established and award-winning
playwright and author of more than ten
novels for young readers
• Literary middle grade fantasy perfect
for both boys and girls
• Strong character and plot development
will draw readers into this futuristic world

RONALD KIDD is the author of twelve novels for young readers, including
the highly acclaimed Night on Fire and Monkey Town: The Summer of the
Scopes Trial. His novels of adventure, comedy, and mystery have received
the Children’s Choice Award, an Edgar Award nomination, and honors from
the American Library Association, the International Reading Association,
the Library of Congress, and the New York Public Library. He is a two-time
O’Neill playwright who lives in Nashville, Tennessee.

WWW.ALBERTWHITMAN.COM • 800-255-7675
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middle
grade

Rooting for Rafael Rosales
by KURTIS SCALETTA
978-0-8075-6742-5
$16.99
Ages 9 –12/Grades 3–7
April 2017

5.5 x 8, 288 pages
Jacketed Hardcover
with Matte Lamination
and Spot UV
Territory: World

Three months ago, I didn’t care
about baseball. Sports seemed
like such a waste of time when
the world has real problems.

COVER NOT FINAL

Today…Twelve-year-old Maya is not into
baseball. She has bigger things to worry about,
like oil spills and climate change. And if her
suspicions are correct, her father’s employer, a
Minneapolis pesticides manufacturer, is killing
all the bees. The odds seem stacked against
her world.

KURTIS SCALETTA is the author of several middle
grade novels. He is the online education manager at
the Loft Literary Center in Minneapolis.

Now…A ball game isn’t going to save the bees
or humankind, but when Maya attends her first
one, she finds baseball—and Rafael’s fledgling
minor league career—more exciting than she
thought. Rafael’s lackluster career starts to turn
around as Maya and her sister, Grace, cheer
him on with a blog that goes viral. Perhaps the
bees—and Maya—will be okay too.

MORE LIKE THIS

Mira in the
Present Tense
978-0-8075-5151-6
$9.99

12 • MIDDLE GRADE

Many years ago…Rafael Rosales has the
baseball bug. After playing his first game
on the streets of San Pedro de Macoris, the
Dominican Republic’s “Cradle of Shortstops,”
he is hooked. Though the odds are not in
their favor, Rafael and all his friends dream of
playing in the majors.

Jasmine Skies
978-0-8075-3785-5
$9.99

What to Expect:
• Thoughtful and poignant story centered
around America’s favorite pastime: baseball
• Explores timely environmental concerns
• Uses a dual point of view to connect two very
different worlds, cultures, and life experiences
to appeal to a wide range of readers

WWW.ALBERTWHITMAN.COM • 800-255-7675

Common Core themes
available on our website

middle
grade

I wind my way through the first
two tunnels quickly. The walls
shimmer in the lamplight. The
white quartz sparkles, and I can
just make out little gold flakes
clustered on the rock. It looks
magical, yet the men hardly
seem to notice it as they shovel
ore into the carts.

COVER NOT FINAL

Life in a 1905 Nevada mining town is not easy
for any thirteen-year-old. For Kit Donovan,
it seems downright impossible. When her
mother dies of a fever, Kit is certain she is to
blame. Guilt-ridden, she is determined to honor
her promises to her mother—namely to be a
“proper lady.” Only being a lady is tougher than
it looks. When Kit discovers that Papa’s boss
at the gold mine is profiting from the unsafe
working conditions in the mine, she convinces
her dad to speak out. But sometimes doing the
right thing leads to trouble. Now Kit must find a
way to expose the misdeeds before it’s too late.

The Tragically True
Adventures of Kit Donovan
by PATRICIA BAILEY
978-0-8075-8143-8
$16.99
Ages 9 –12/Grades 3–7
April 2017

MORE LIKE THIS

Under the Ashes
978-0-8075-3635-3
$16.99

Common Core themes
available on our website

5.5 x 8, 320 pages
Jacketed Hardcover
with Matte Lamination
and Foil
Territory: World

Aided by an eccentric woman, a Shoshone boy,
and a newspaperman, Kit puts her big mouth
and all the life skills she’s learned from reading
The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn to work.
With a man’s hat and a printing press, Kit defies
threats of violence and discovers that justice
doesn’t always look like she imagined it would.
What to Expect:
• Relatable, flawed, plucky heroine with a
strong, self-deprecating voice
• Features a historically accurate diverse cast
of characters
• Thoughtfully explores issues of sexism and
prejudice
PATRICIA BAILEY is a recipient of an Oregon
Literary Arts Fellowship in Young Readers Literature, a
Fishtrap Fellowship, and a Free Expressions Seminars
Scholarship. She lives in Southern Oregon.
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THE FUTURE SHOCK TRILOGY
The New York Times bestselling series about
rewriting your history in the city of dreams
What to Expect from This Series:
• Electric science fiction
• Strong Latina protagonist and a diverse cast of characters
• Gut-wrenching thriller explains the truth about trusting others

NOW IN
PAPERBACK

FUTURE SHOCK
by ELIZABETH BRIGGS
978-0-8075-2680-4
$9.99
Ages 13–up/Grades 8 –up
Available now!

5.5 x 8.25, 288 pages
Paperback with Soft Touch
Matte Lamination, Foil, and
Spot UV
Territory: World English

Elena Martinez is a girl
without a future. Literally.
She has less than twenty-four
hours to figure out how to
change her destiny…
Elena Martinez has hidden her eidetic memory
all her life—or so she thinks. When powerful
tech giant Aether Corporation selects her for
a top-secret project, she can’t say no. All she
has to do is participate in a trip to the future to
bring back data, and she’ll be set for life.
Joined by a team of four other teens with
special skills, including Adam, a science
prodigy, Elena travels thirty years into the
future. But when something goes wrong, they
break the only rule they were given: do not
look into their own fates.
ELIZABETH BRIGGS graduated from UCLA with
a degree in sociology. She mentors teens in writing
and is the author of the new adult series Chasing the
Dream. She lives in Los Angeles with her husband
and a pack of fluffy dogs.
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With only twenty-four hours to get back to the
present and find a way to stop the inevitable
future, Elena must use her eidetic memory,
street smarts, and a growing trust in Adam to
save her new friends and herself.

Common Core themes
available on our website

AW TEEN

FUTURE THREAT
by ELIZABETH BRIGGS

HARDCOVER
978-0-8075-2684-2
$16.99
Jacketed Hardcover with Soft Touch
Matte Lamination, Foil, and Spot UV
PAPERBACK
978-0-8075-2686-6
$9.99
Paperback with Soft Touch Matte
Lamination, Foil, and Spot UV
Ages 13–up/Grades 8 –up
5.5 x 8.25, 272 pages
March 2017
Territory: World

The future is spiraling out
of control…

COVER NOT FINAL

Six months ago, tech giant Aether
Corporation sent Elena Martinez and a group
of skilled teens thirty years into the future
on a secret mission. Now the surviving time
travelers—including Elena and her boyfriend,
Adam—are trying to get on with their lives
back in the present.

PRAISE FOR FUTURE SHOCK
“Intense, romantic, and gripping…you won’t
want to put it down.”—Amy Tintera, author
of Reboot
“This is an entertaining science fiction
mystery that should appeal to James
Patterson fans along with readers of
Michael Grant’s Gone series.”—School
Library Journal
“A fast-paced read with shocking, sitstraight-up-in-your-chair moments…Future
Shock is suspenseful, engaging, and highly
recommended.”—USA Today

But Aether Corporation isn’t done with Elena
or her friends, and they’ve been drafted into
another trip thirty years ahead to find other
time travelers who have gone missing. They
discover a future that’s far more advanced
than the one they visited six months ago,
since the technology that Aether retrieved
and reverse-engineered has resulted in great
leaps forward in invention. The new mission
has deadly consequences, though, and Elena
must return to the future to try to alter the
course of events. But the future is different
yet again. Now every trip through time
reveals new complications and more lives
lost—or never born. Elena and Adam will risk
everything—including their relationship—to
save their friends.

WWW.ALBERTWHITMAN.COM • 800-255-7675
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AW TEEN

From growing up in the funeral home her
family runs, Gabriella knows that death is a
part of life and nothing is forever. Yet Bree, her
best friend, has been a constant; it’s always
been the two of them together against the
world. But when Bree starts dating a guy—
the worst guy—from the ultrapopular world,
suddenly she doesn’t have time for Gabe
anymore. Now the only one at school who
wants to spend time with “Graveyard Gabe” is
Hartman, the new guy, but Gabe, not wanting
to lose her mind over a boyfriend the way Bree
has, holds back.
It takes a very strange prom night (with the
family hearse instead of a limo) for Gabe to
truly fall for Hartman. But when she leaves the
after-prom party with him, she’s not there for
Bree—or for the deadly accident that happens
that night. Bree survives, but will she and
Gabe ever be able to rebuild their friendship?

COVER NOT FINAL

What to Expect:
• Explores issues of growing up and
maintaining friendships
• Funeral home setting makes for a quirky
backdrop and a unique look at death
• A realistic and emotional portrayal of
relationships, grief, and love

ALL THE FOREVER THINGS
by JOLENE PERRY
HARDCOVER
978-0-8075-2532-6
$16.99
Jacketed Hardcover with Spot Matte

ALSO BY THE AUTHOR

PAPERBACK
978-0-8075-2534-0
$9.99
Paperback with Spot Matte
Ages 13–up/Grades 8 –up
5.5 x 8.25, 272 pages
April 2017
Territory: World

JOLENE PERRY has a degree in political
science and has taught middle school and
high school. Her previous novels include The
Summer I Found You, Stronger Than You Know,
and Has to Be Love. She lives with her husband
and family in Alaska.
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Has to
Be Love

Stronger Than
You Know

The Summer
I Found You

978-0-8075-3167-9
$9.99

978-0-8075-3158-7
$9.99

978-0-8075-8367-8
$9.99
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Common Core themes
available on our website

NEW IN
PAPERBACK

AW TEEN

In Kentucky coal country,
Liberty Briscoe uncovers
a deadly secret that some
would rather keep buried.

COVER NOT FINAL

With her mother facing prison time for a
violent political protest, seventeen-year-old
Liberty Briscoe has no choice but to leave her
Washington, DC, apartment and take a bus to
Ebbottsville, Kentucky, to live with her granny.
There she can at least finish high school and
put some distance between herself and her
mother—or her former mother, as she calls her.

DIG TOO DEEP
by AMY ALLGEYER

978-0-8075-1581-5
$9.99
Ages 13–up/Grades 8–up
April 2017

5.5 x 8.25, 272 pages
Paperback with
Spot Matte
Territory: World

But Ebbottsville isn’t the same as Liberty
remembers, and it’s not just because the top of
Tanner’s Peak has been blown away to mine for
coal. Half the county is out of work, an awful
lot of people in town seem to be sick, and the
tap water is bright orange—the same water
that officials claim is safe. And when Granny’s
lingering cold turns out to be something much
worse, Liberty wonders if somebody at the
mine is hiding the truth about the water. She
starts to investigate and is soon plunged into a
world of secrets, lies, threats, and danger. Her
search for answers and justice lead to even
tougher questions—should she turn to violence
and end up like her mother? Give up her quest
for the sake of keeping the peace? Or keep
fighting until the mine is shut down for good?
What to Expect:
• A compelling story about justice and doing the
right thing despite the risks of exposing the
truth
• Readable, contemporary plot complete with
elements of romance
• Strong characters and a moving premise
from a debut author

MORE LIKE THIS

Girl Last Seen

Are You Still There

HC 978-0-8075-8140-7
$16.99
PB 978-0-8075-8141-4
$9.99

HC 978-0-8075-4557-7
$16.99
PB 978-0-8075-0438-3
$9.99

Common Core themes
available on our website

AMY ALLGEYER is a writer and architect. She is a
graduate of the Institute for Children’s Literature and an
alumnus of the Nevada Mentor Program for Children’s
Writing. She lives in Idaho.
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NEW IN
PAPERBACK

AW TEEN

Kaycee Jean McCoy has lived her entire
life in Sunshine, Tennessee. Sweet tea
flows through her veins and “yes ma’am”
is ingrained in her DNA. In Sunshine, going to
church is basically mandatory, and gay had better
be your mood and not your sexual orientation.
Kaycee may not agree with the town’s socially
accepted bigotry, but she’d rather fit in—even
if it means letting gross Dave Bradford kiss
her on occasion—than make waves.

COVER NOT FINAL

That is, until the beautiful, sexy, impossibly
cool Bren Dawson moves into town. Kaycee
is swept up in a whirlwind of exciting new
emotions and lets her guard down. One night
under a fat country moon, Kaycee’s best
friend catches them kissing, and Kaycee’s
whole world goes to hell in a handbasket.
What is she willing to risk for the sake of love?
And what will she risk for acceptance?

SOUTH OF SUNSHINE

What to Expect:
• Realistic portrayal of high school life in a
small Southern town
• Strong characters and an affirming comingout theme
• Author has an active social media presence
in the YA community

by DANA ELMENDORF
978-0-8075-7571-0
$9.99
Ages 13–up/Grades 8 –up
April 2017

5.5 x 8.25, 256 pages
Paperback with
Spot Matte
Territory: World

DANA ELMENDORF was born and raised in a
small town in Tennessee, and now lives in Southern
California with her husband, two boys, and her tiny
dog. This is her first book.
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MORE LIKE THIS

Promise Me
Something

When Love
Comes to Town

978-0-8075-6643-5
$9.99

978-0-8075-8916-8
$15.99

Common Core themes
available on our website

Common Core correlations are listed on each book’s individual page at
www.albertwhitman.com. To download teachers’ guides for the following
titles, visit the individual book page on our site:
A Beautiful Lie
Armadilly Chili
The Boxcar Children ®
Mysteries
Dig Those Dinosaurs

Down from the Mountain
book club discussion
guide
Lincoln’s Gettysburg
Address
Lulu series

BOOKSTORE SALES
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AK, AZ, CA, CO, HI, ID, MT, NM, NV, OR, UT,
WA, WY
BOOK TRAVELERS WEST
2701 California Avenue SW, PMB 233
Seattle, WA 98116-2405
Phone: 206-932-7865
Fax: 800-440-0818
Email: kurtis@booktravelerswest.com

SOUTHWEST

AR, LA, OK, TX
McLEMORE/HOLLERN & ASSOCIATES,
INC
3538 Maple Park Drive
Kingwood, TX 77339
Phone: 281-360-5204
Fax: 281-360-5215
Email: mchoffice@suddenlink.net

MIDWEST

IA, IL, IN, KS, KY, MI, MN, MO, ND, NE, OH,
SD, WI
ABRAHAM ASSOCIATES, INC.
5120-A Cedar Lake Rd
St. Louis Park, MN 55416
Phone: 800-701-2489
Fax: 952-927-8089
Email: info@aabookreps.com

MID-ATLANTIC AND
NEW ENGLAND

CT, DC, DE, MD, ME, NH, NJ, NY, PA, RI,
VT, WV
PARSON WEEMS PUBLISHER
SERVICES, LLC.
55 McKinley Ave, #D-214
White Plains, NY 10606
Phone: 914-948-4259
Fax: 866-861-0337
Email: office@parsonweems.com

SOUTHEASTERN

AL, FL, GA, MS, NC, SC, TN, VA, WV
SOUTHEASTERN BOOK TRAVELERS
1920 Valleydale Rd, Suite 220
Birmingham, AL 35244
Phone: 205-682-8570
Fax: 770-804-2013
Email: sbtorders@bellsouth.net

Señorita Gordita
The Three Little Gators
There Once Was a
Cowpoke Who Swallowed
an Ant
These Things Count!
books

CANADIAN SALES

THOMAS ALLEN & SON
195 Allstate Parkway
Markham, ON L3R 4T8
Phone: 800-387-4333
Fax: 800-458-5504
Email: info@t-allen.com

INTERNATIONAL SALES

EXPORT SALES, SUBSIDIARY RIGHTS &
PERMISSIONS
Email: int@albertwhitman.com

GIFT AND TOY SALES
NEW ENGLAND

CT, MA, ME, NH, RI, VT
JESA GIFT & TOY
767 North Street
Goshen, CT 06756
Office 800-284-2869
Fax 860-491-1160
Email: jesatoys@yahoo.com

SOUTHEAST

AL, GA, KY, MS, NC, SC, TN
REP FORCE ONE
P.O. Box 845
Oak Ridge, NC 27310
Phone: 336-665-9999

MIDDLE ATLANTIC

DC, DE, MP, NJ, Eastern OH, PA, VA, WV
ISBN SALES
141 Friends Lane, Suite 100
Newtown, PA 18940
Phone: 215-428-1552
Fax: 215-736-1981
Email: isbnsales@aol.com

GENERAL
INFORMATION
ORDERING INFORMATION

To place an order call: (800) 255-7675
or fax your order to: (847) 581-0039
Email: orders@albertwhitman.com
All orders are shipped FOB Aurora, IL 60502

Twelve Minutes to
Midnight Nonfiction
Common Core
Supplement
The William Hoy Story
With Books and Bricks

BINDING

Each hardcover book is guaranteed for the
life of its pages.

PRICING

Prices quoted are the publisher’s retail price.
Wholesalers and booksellers, please check
with your sales representative or call for
your discount schedule. Prices are subject to
change without notice.

LEVELING

Our books are leveled for a variety of reading-incentive and literacy programs, including
Accelerated Reader ®, Scholastic Reading
Counts!®, Guided-Reading, and Reading
Recovery. Levels for these and other leveling
systems can be found in the “Schools and
Libraries” section of our website at www.
albertwhitman.com.
ALBERT WHITMAN & COMPANY IS A
QUALIFIED SUPPLIER FOR THE READING
IS FUNDAMENTAL® (RIF) PROGRAM.
Albert Whitman & Company ebooks are
available from Open Road Integrated Media.
Visit www.openroadmedia.com for more
information!

MARKETING
INQUIRIES
For marketing and publicity questions, email
us at marketing@albertwhitman.com.

Albert Whitman & Company is proud to
be a major publishing sponsor for Bernie's
Book Bank.

ALBERT WHITMAN & COMPANY
250 South Northwest Highway, Suite 320
Park Ridge, IL 60068

Coming in 2017!

Celebrate the Boxcar Children’s
75th Anniversary!
Check out page 10 for more information.

For information please call 800-255-7675
or visit our brand-new website at
www.albertwhitman.com.
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F ALBERT WHITMAN & COMPANY

ISBN 978-0-8075-xxxx-x
Want to go green? Our seasonal catalogs and
complete backlist are available on Edelweiss!

@ALBERTWHITMAN
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